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Imager is open source software designed to provide a common platform to analyze and research
image processing and computer vision algorithms. It is intended for a broad spectrum of topics
ranging from general photography to robotic vision. Many standard imaging algorithms found in
most textbooks are already implemented in Imager providing users with a visual experience to gain a
better understanding. Undergraduate students and Master’s degree students should find it relatively
easy to start their research projects using Imager.
Imager can also be used for everyday photo editing, with functionalities found similar to the more
popular editing software available on the market. No special skills or knowledge in Computer Science
is required to get started with Imager. Just follow the simple directions provided in the Installation
section and use this User’s Guide to get started.
Imager runs on the MS Windows 7 operating system or later versions and was developed using MS
Visual C# WPF and MS Visual C++ 2010. A free download of Imager and the Imager Project is
available from www.MyCIGroup.com . Photography enthusiast should download Imager and software
developers should download the Imager Project. Software development and integration with the
ImagerLibrary.dll is fairly simple, and many examples can be obtained from the existing
implementation of the graphical user interface (GUI) code. Refer to the Imager Library document for
a description of the interface and algorithms incorporated.

Installation
Download Imager.zip or ImagerProject.zip from www.MyCIGroup.com/Imager.php and save the file
to the desktop. Imager Project can be extracted to any directory and it requires re-compiling. No
additional directions on how to compile the code are given in the User’s Guide; refer to the Imager
Library document for additional technical information.
After Imager.zip is downloaded unzip the file and extract the content to the directory C:\Imager.
There are no additional steps required for software installation or activation. The executable file
resides in the directory C:\Imager\Bin.

Creating a Shortcut
Navigate to the directory C:\Imager\Bin.
Copy Imager.exe and paste it as a shortcut to the desktop.

The operational directory structure for Imager is shown below:






C:\Imager --- Root directory
C:\Imager\Bin --- Contains the executable code and dynamic linked libraries
1) Imager.exe
2) ImagerLibrary.dll
C:\Data --- Contains example images.
C:\Imager\Imager\Images --- Contains icons required by Imager
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Directory Structure
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Uninstallation
There is no uninstallation of Imager required.

Chapter 1: Getting Started

To remove Imager close all Imager related files and delete the directory C:\Imager and associated
content.
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Opening the Image File
Select FileOpenFile
Once the Open dialog is displayed, maneuver to the image directory of choice and select an image.
Imager supports image type bmp, jpeg, and png. The image is displayed in image view area #1.
The maximum size of image view area #1 is 750 x 500 pixels. If the image object is physically smaller
than the image view area, than the view area is adjusted accordingly. Images are never enlarged to fit
into the view area. If the image object is larger than the image view area, than the image is shrunk to
fit the view area for display; however the actual size of the image remains un-altered.

Refer to Figure 2.1 Image Objects for the following discussion.
Image functions are represented by the deterministic function f(r, c, t), where r and c represent pixel
rows and columns, respectively. Parameter t represents the temporal axis, sometimes referred to as
integration time, frames per second, or shutter speed. In image processing one is typically not
concerned with temporal frequencies; instead, most processing is performed on spatial frequencies.
For simplicity, we will refer to images by their image object names instead of their image functions;
i.e., Img1 and Img2.
The user selected image file is opened and its image content is stored to image objects OrigImg, Img1,
and ImgObj1. Img1 is always displayed in the image view area #1 and can be copied to Img2 which is
displayed in the image view area #2. ImgObj1, ImgObj2, and ImgObj3 are required for internal
processing and are not directly accessible to the user. We will refer to these image objects as needed to
explain some of the image algorithms. The image view area #3 and associated image objects are
reserved for special image processing algorithms, such as image stitching, panoramic views, etc. None
of the image processing or image enhancement algorithms can be applied to Img3.

Image File (*.bmp, *.jpg, *.png)

OrigImg

Img1

Img2

ImgObj1

ImgObj2

Image View Area #1

Image View Area #2

ImgObj3
Image View Area #3

Figure 2.1 Image Objects
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Img3
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Image object OrigImg holds the pixel content of the last image opened and can be updated as needed.
It is the only image object that can be saved back to an image file.
When Img1 is edited the results are displayed in image view area #1. Img1 can be restored by copying
OrigImg to Img1. Re-opening the image file is not necessary and the process is much faster than reopening the file.

To restore Img1:
Select ImageReload Image

Img1 can also be restored by selecting

from the toolbar.

Creating a new Image File
Select FileNewImage
The new image is displayed in image view area #1 and has the size of 950 x 700 pixels. The default
background color is white (255,255,255). These values are defined by Frame Properties and can be
edited as needed. Select the tab Frame to view or edit the information.
The desired image size and background color should be set before creating a new image; however,
with some restrictions the values can be changed after the new image is created.

Example: Modifying background colors of a newly created image
Select FileNewImage
After the white image is displayed in the view area modify the red = 200, green = 200, and blue = 45
pixel values in the Frame Properties.

Chapter 2: Files

Select Effects  Backgrounds  Solid Color Background
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Figure 2.2 Imager – Creating a new image with uniform background

Updating and Saving the Image File
The only image object that can be saved back to file is OrigImg. Since all editing is performed on Img1,
OrigImg must be updated prior to saving it to file.
Updating and saving the file:
Image Update Image
File  Save As  File

Select the directory and filename once the Save File Dialog is displayed.
It should be noted that at this time only type bmp is supported for saving image files.

from the toolbar.
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OrigImg can also be updated by selecting
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Updating and Saving Image Content to Text File
After OrigImg is updated the image content can also be stored to text file.
Select
from the toolbar.
Select File  Save  Save As .txt
Once the Save As window is displayed maneuver to the directory of choice and enter the desired name
of the file. Ensure the extension of the file is filename.txt.
The text file can be opened with any text editor or EXCEL. When opening the file with EXCEL select
options “Delimited”, check “Comma” and “Space”.
The first three rows display the date and time the file was created, followed by the Width and Height
of the image. Afterwards the Red, Green, Blue, and grayscale components are presented one image
row at a time.

Resizing the Image
Prior to resizing an image, image object OrigImg must be updated. Otherwise, all editing information
stored to Img1 will be lost. To update OrigImg select

from the toolbar.

Img1 can be resized as needed using the image properties shown in the resize panel; however, no
image can be enlarged. This implies that Img1 cannot be resized to exceed the size of image object
OrigImg.
To display the resize panel select the tab Size from the panel displayed on the right side of the screen.
Select one of the choices from the radio buttons; Original Image Size, Custom Image Size, or Crop.
Adjust the image dimensions and observe the image changing in size. Selecting Original Image Size
produces the same results as reloading an image.
To finalize the process update OrigImg

once the image is resized.

Two images can be displayed side by side by displaying view areas #1 and #2. The physical
dimensions of the view areas are limited to a maximum width of 420 pixels. The height is scaled to
observe the aspect ratios of the images. The left view area displays Img1 and the right view area
displays Img2. Both images must be of exact identical size for the image processing algorithms to
work properly without causing catastrophic failure. It is left up to the user to ensure images are sized
correctly.

Chapter 2: Files

Displaying two Images
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Figure 2.3 Imager – Image View Areas

Select FileOpenFile
Once the Open Dialog is displayed maneuver to the image directory and select the image file of choice.
Select View  Image View Area #2 or V2 from the toolbar
Select Image  Move Image 1 to Image View Area #2
Select FileOpenFile and pick another image file.

from the toolbar also invokes Move Image 1 to Image View Area #2.

Whenever the function Move Image 1 to Image View Area #2 is applied, image object Img2 is created
and initialized with image object Img1. Therefore it is possible to store two identical images in both
view areas. This is convenient when comparing the effects of an algorithm to the original image. With
the exception of the Image Processing Operators the image processing algorithms are applied to Img1.
The Operator functions are applied to both images and the results are always displayed in the Image
View Area #2.
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Selecting
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The user can switch between the view areas by selecting
,
, or
from the toolbar. Currently
the user cannot directly manipulate image view area #3. Image View Area #3 is reserved for special
research projects.

Swapping Images
When two images, Img1 and Img2, are displayed it is also possible to swap the two image objects in
the view areas. This provides for a mechanism to apply any image processing algorithm to either
image. Swapping two images always results in an automatic image update.
Select Image  Swap Images

from the toolbar produces the same results.
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Selecting
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Color Filter
The red, green, or blue image component can be viewed by selecting one of the three color filters. Use
Image  Reload to restore the image.




Red Filter
Green Filter
Blue Filter

Example:
Select Image Processing  Color Filter  Blue

Filter
Imager provides the following types of classical filters. The Median filter is considered a rank order
filter and is most effective reducing speckle noise. The other filters are considered smoothing filters or
low pass filters, and they are more effective reducing Gaussian noise. Using these filters can cause
slight blurring of image objects, erosion of corners and lines.





Box Filter, 3x3, 5x5
Binomial Filter, 3x3, 5x5
Gaussian Filter, 0.5 Sigma, 1.0 Sigma
Median Filter, 3x3, 5x5

In addition to the classical filters two specialized filters are available. The rotational filter is a low pass
filter used to reduce Gaussian noise. It is not as powerful as the other classical filters but produces the
least amount of blurring.



Rotational Filter
Blur Filter

Example:
Select File Open File
When the open file dialog is displayed select a fingerprint image.
Select Image Processing Filter Blur

Chapter 3: Image Processing

The Blur filter is designed to severely blur image content. Applying the filter multiple times removes
almost all image details. The application of the filter is instrumental in identifying and extracting
image objects.
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Figure 3.1a Original Fingerprint Image

Figure 3.1b Blurred Fingerprint Image

Convolution
Imager provides three different size convolution masks, 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7. The user can define the
content of the mask and experiment with the results.




Convovle3x3
Convolve5x5
Convolve7x7

Example:
File  Open  File
Select an image from the directory of choice.
Once the image is displayed select
Image Processing  Convolution  Convolve 3x3





N/A
Range [0 .. 255] Truncated
Range [0 .. 255] Compressed

When the Range [0 .. 255] Truncated radio button is selected, all pixel values in the resulting image
which are less than 0 are set to 0, and all pixel values greater than 255 are set to 255.
When the Range [0 .. 255] Compressed radio button is selected, all pixel values in the resulting image
are compressed to the range [0 .. 255].
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When the convolution window is displayed select one of the radio buttons
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No image normalization is performed when N/A is selected. Therefore, values for the convolution
mask must be carefully selected since pixel values outside the range [0 .. 255] result in error.
Enter the values for the convolution mask and the Sum of the Weights.
Select Apply.

Figure 3.2 Convolution Mask 3x3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Sum of Weights = 9

Figure 3.3 Convolution Mask – Box Filter
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The default convolution mask for a 3x3 Box Filter is shown in Figure 3.3
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The convolution mask for a 3x3 binomial filter is shown in Figure 3.4.
1

2

1

2

4

2

1

2

1

Sum of Weights = 16

Figure 3.4 Convolution Mask – Binomial Filter

Edge Detection
Imager provides the following edge detection algorithms.





Prewitt Edge Detection
Sobel Edge Detection
Canny Edge Detection
Laplace Edge Detection

Image normalization is implemented whenever necessary to maintain a proper pixel range [0 .. 255].
Although the Laplace Edge Detection algorithm implements the second derivative of Img1 and
therefor produces dual edges, the dual edge is removed in this algorithm implementation.

Example:
Select File  Open  File
Select an image from the directory of choice.
Display two view areas by selecting

from the Toolbar.

Select Image Processing  Edge Detection  Prewitt Edge Detection.

Select

from the Toolbar.

from the Toolbar to display the original image in the image view area #1.

Chapter 3: Image Processing

Display the result in image view area #2 by selecting
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Figure 3.5 Prewitt Edge Detection

Monochrome
Imager provides for the conversion of images to grayscale and binary (BW). Available functions are





Grayscale
BW
BW (Range)
BW (Threshold)

Function BW (Range) applies a user defined Band +/- Range to convert pixels to (255,255,255).
Function BW (Threshold) uses a user defined threshold to convert the image to B&W. All pixel values
greater than the thresholds are converted to White and all other pixel values are set to Black.
To display the Adjustable Parameters panel select ViewAdj. Parameter Panel.
Adjust the variables as needed and select Apply.
Convert the image to B&W by selecting Image Processing  Monochrome  BW.

Chapter 3: Image Processing

Function BW uses the image histogram bin with the largest count and applies a Range which is user
defined. The histogram is comprised of 256 bins [0 .. 255]. Pixel values greater than Bin +/ - Range
are converted to Black and pixel values within the range are set to White (255, 255, 255).
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Figure 3.6a Grayscale

Figure 3.6b B&W

Figure 3.6c B&W (Range 125 +/- 50)

Figure 3.6d B&W (Threshold 125)

Normalization
The normalization functions are designed to adjust the image pixel values within the range [0 .. 255].
This operation may be necessary since some image processing algorithms produce pixel values
outside the acceptable range.
Two Normalization functions are currently available.
Normalization I
Normalization II

Normalization I
The normalization function re-calculates (interpolates) all pixel values to fit into the range [0 .. 255] .

Chapter 3: Image Processing
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Normalization II
The normalization function calculates the average luminance of Img1 and adjusts the pixel values for
an average luminance of 128. All pixel values are re-interpolated to fit into the range [0 .. 255]. This
operation also results in an improved image contrast.

Operators
The following six image operators are available:



Superimpose Images
Average Images






Invert
AND
OR
XOR




Image 1 minus Image2
Image 2 minus Image 1

Superimpose Images
The Superimpose Images function takes two images of identical size and returns Img2 superimposed
on Img1.
Img2 = ((Img1 % * Img1) + (Img2 % * Img2)) / (Img1 % + Img2 %)
Img1 % and Img2 % is user defined in the Adj. Parameter panel. Setting both values to 100% produces
equivalent results to calling function Average Images. (See below.)

The Average Images function takes two images of identical size and returns the average pixel values
of both images.

Example:
File  Open  File
Select an image from the directory of choice.
Once the image is displayed select Image Processing  Edge Detection  Prewitt Edge Detection.

Chapter 3: Image Processing

Average Images
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Select

and

from the toolbar.

Select

from the toolbar.

Select Image Processing  Operators  Average Images

Select

from the toolbar.

Select

from the toolbar to update OrigImg.

Figure 3.7a Original Image

Figure 3.7b Prewitt Edge Detection
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Figure 3.7c Averaging both Images
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Invert
Image object Img1 can be inverted; i.e., generate the negative.
Select View  Image Display 2
Select FileOpenFile
Once the Open Dialog is displayed maneuver to the image directory of choice and pick an image file.
Select Image Processing  Operators  Invert

AND
Display two images and perform logical AND operation. Note both images must be of identical size.
The result is captured to image object Img2 displayed in the image view area #2.

Select View  Image Display 2
Select FileOpenFile
Once the Open Dialog is displayed maneuver to the image directory of choice and select an image file.
Select Image  Move Image 1 to Image 2
Select FileOpenFile and pick another image file.
Select Image Processing  Operators  AND

OR
Select View  Image Display 2
Display two images of choice.
Select Image Processing  Operators  OR

XOR

Image #1 – Image #2
The result of subtracting two images is captured to Img2 which is displayed in image view area 2.
Select View  Image Display 2
Display two images of choice.
Select Image Processing  Operators  Image #1 – Image #2

Chapter 3: Image Processing

Select View  Image Display 2
Display two images of choice.
Select Image Processing  Operators  XOR
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Image #2 – Image #1
It is possible to extract the spatial high frequency components from an image and display the result.
Select View  Image Display 2
Open one image of choice.
Select Image  Move Image 1 to Image 2
Apply a binomial filter to Img1 removing high frequency components.
Select Image Processing  Filter  Binomial Filter (5x5)
Subtract the filtered image Img1 from the original image Img2 to obtain the high frequency
components.
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Select Image Processing  Operators  Image #2 – Image #1
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Adjust Lighting


Brightness/ Contrast

The brightness and contrast levels of an image can be evaluated and adjusted as needed. Figure 4.1a
and Figure 4.1b show the original image and associated histogram of the luminous component,
respectively. Prior to displaying the histogram, Normalization II was performed on the original image.
This centers the average level of brightness at grayscale 128.

Figure 4.1a Original Image

Figure 4.1b Histogram Levels

Chapter 4: Image Enhancement

Select Image Enhancement  Adjust Lightning  Brightness/Contrast.
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Noise Reduction


NR I

NR I filtering is designed to minimize white noise, and Gaussian noise from images without altering
image content. The fuzzy operator is designed to protect image details. Using classical filtering such as
box filters or rank order filters typically result in image blur and/or a degradation of corners and
lines. A test image with 10% speckle noise and the result of filtering it with NR I are displayed below.
See chapter 5 for adding random noise to an image.

Figure 4.1a Speckle Noise 10%

Figure 4.1b NR I processing applied

Chapter 4: Image Enhancement

Select Image Enhancement  Noise Reduction  NR I
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Pixelate
The user can pixelate an image.

Effects  Pixelate  Mosaic 8x8
Effects  Pixelate  Mosaic 16x16

Figure 5.1a Original Image

Figure 5.1b Mosaic 8x8

Figure 5.1c Mosaic 16x16

Figure 5.1d Mosaic 32x32
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Effects  Pixelate  Mosaic 32x32
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Random Noise
The user can add white noise (Speckle Noise) to an image.

Figure 5.2a Original Image

Figure 5.2b Speckle Noise 15%

Effects  Random Noise  Add Speckle Noise 10%
Effects  Random Noise  Add Speckle Noise 15%

Frames
Imager provides numerous options to frame images. Select the Frames tab to adjust associated
parameters. Available frames are





Standard
Lines
Horizontal
Vertical

File  Open  File
Select an image from the directory of choice.
Select the Frames tab and adjust the parameters as needed.
For this example the following parameters were selected:
The image size = 752 x 500

Chapter 5: Effects

Example:
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Frame Properties:
Width = 752 Height = 500
Size = 70
Frame Color:
Red = 230 Green = 220 Blue = 170
Border Line Properties:
Check Dual Border Lines
Border Line #1:
Width = 3 Position = 67
Red = 255 Green = 255 Blue = 255
Border Line #2:
Width = 3 Position = 57
Red = 255 Green = 255 Blue = 255

Select Effects  Frames  Standard
The Standard Frame

can also be selected from the toolbar.

to update OrigImg.

Figure 5.3a Original Image

Figure 5.3b Standard Frame
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Select

and Lines Frame
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Backgrounds
Imager provides the capability to generate a new image. The user can create a background selecting
from a set of background generating algorithms.





Solid Color Background
Gradient Red
Gradient Green
Gradient Blue

Example:
Select File  New  Image
Select Effects  Backgrounds  Gradient Blue
Select

from the toolbar

Chapter 5: Effects

Figure 5.4 Gradient Blue Image Background
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The computer vision section includes a Segmentation and Process Fingerprint section which
currently hosts a fingerprint extraction and centering algorithm.

Segmentation



Extract Objects
Merge Images

Process Fingerprints


Center Fingerprint

Extracting and Centering a Fingerprint
The Center Fingerprint algorithm locates the fingerprint and centers it in the image. The center of the
fingerprint is determined by the centroid of the fingerprint. All other image detail in the image is
converted to white (255,255, 255). The fingerprint and its immediate background remain unaltered.
File  Open  File
Choose a fingerprint image from the Fingerprint directory.
Once the fingerprint is displayed select
Computer Vision  Process Fingerprints  Center Fingerprint

Image  Update Image
Set Band to 60
Set Range to 20
Image Processing  Monochrome  BW (Range)
Image Processing  Invert

Chapter 6: Computer Vision

Removal of the fingerprint background is possible without altering minutia detail. The procedure
requires adjusting the band, range and threshold in the Adj. Parameter Panel. This is a trial and error
process to obtain the best results.
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Figure 6.1b Processed Fingerprint Image
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Figure 6.1a Original Fingerprint Image
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